

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Component    Mass        Point of Application 
  Head/Neck:    ݉ு ൌ 6.44	kg								ݔு ൌ 0.05	m								ݖு ൌ 0.646	m 
Arms (together):   ݉஺ ൌ 9.0	kg											ݔ஺ ൌ 0.0	m											ݖ஺ ൌ 0.54	m 
Trunk:      ்݉ ൌ 36.54	kg					ݔ் ൌ 0.01	m									ݖ் ൌ 0.34	m 
External Mass:    ݉ா ൌ 3.70	kg								ݔா ൌ ݔ஺																		ݖா ൌ ݖ஺   
Corrective Support:               	ݔ஼ ൌ ݔ்																	ݖ஼ ൌ 0.13	m 























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































subject, E ‐ vertical reference, F ‐ optical measurement system camera unit.

















































































































Table 2.1: ANOVA of repeated‐measures GLM, Tests 1‐4 by muscle group. 
Back - Lateral (Hypothesis df = 1, Error df = 17) 
Factor F p 
Lead Use 1.534 0.232 
Posture 14.271 0.000* 
Gender 4.152 0.010 
Lead Use & Gender 5.335 0.006 
Posture & Gender 0.027 0.145 
Lead Use & Posture 1.760 0.034 
Lead Use & Posture & Gender 0.004 0.158 
Back - Medial (Hypothesis df = 1, Error df = 16)   
Factor F p 
Lead Use 5.441 0.033 
Posture 2121.965 0.000* 
Gender 0.648 0.072 
Lead Use & Gender 1.000 0.055 
Posture & Gender 2.992 0.017 
Lead Use & Posture 0.274 0.101 
Lead Use & Posture & Gender 0.178 0.113 
Trapezius (Hypothesis df = 1, Error df = 15)   
Factor F p 
Lead Use 5.729 0.030 
Posture 4.744 0.008 
Gender 1.592 0.038 
Lead Use & Gender 0.002 0.162 
Posture & Gender 0.000 0.165 
Lead Use & Posture 3.994 0.011 
Lead Use & Posture & Gender 0.004 0.158 
Notes:     
*rounded non-zero value.   
 Significant at the p < 0.050 level.   





    
Graphic Rating 
Scale    
Test and Question Much Less   No Change   Much More
-2 -1 0 1 2 
Test 3: Effort to Maintain 0 1 15 3 0 
Test 3: Discomfort to Maintain 0 1 13 5 0 
Test 4: Effort to Achieve 0 1 9 8 1 
Test 4: Discomfort to Achieve 0 1 12 6 0 
Test 4: Effort to Maintain 0 1 6 10 2 
Test 4: Discomfort to Maintain 0 1 9 8 1 
  None   Moderate   Severe 
  0 1 2 3 4 
Test 5: Max Level of Discomfort 0 1 4 12 2 
  Decreased   Constant   Increased 
  -2 -1 0 1 2 
Test 5: Discomfort Change with 
Time 0 0 0 5 14 










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2   200.899 178.247 225.931 2.908   0.000 0.000 0.000 0.089   27.9 448.9 5.0 8.4 
3   218.913 91.913 122.156 2.943   0.000 0.000 0.000 0.087   26.6 291.4 3.3 7.9 
4   278.722 3.019 122.612 0.026   0.000 0.083 0.000 0.872   23.3 41.3 2.5 0.6 
5   94.977 10.601 28.201 0.286   0.000 0.001 0.000 0.593   16.6 -98.7 1.5 -2.4 
6   253.206 96.467 65.974 3.209   0.000 0.000 0.000 0.074   27.5 -288.9 2.3 -8.5 
7   178.996 100.031 28.283 0.646   0.000 0.000 0.000 0.422   34.6 -444.3 2.3 -5.9 
8   190.704 41.102 125.542 0.162   0.000 0.000 0.000 0.687   24.6 -193.9 3.3 -1.9 
9   209.786 15.856 182.562 0.275   0.000 0.000 0.000 0.601   18.0 -84.7 2.8 1.4 
10   108.593 18.737 55.487 5.297   0.000 0.000 0.000 0.022   14.9 -105.2 1.8 -9.0 
11   148.292 9.139 102.877 0.438   0.000 0.003 0.000 0.509   14.9 -63.9 2.1 2.0 
12   121.564 4.913 51.963 4.034   0.000 0.027 0.000 0.046   14.1 -49.1 1.5 6.2 
13   171.695 1.058 48.317 5.289   0.000 0.304 0.000 0.023   18.4 24.6 1.6 7.8 
14   12.501 3.109 0.113 0.002   0.001 0.083 0.738 0.964   14.7 138.9 0.2 -0.5 







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































  Recruited (n = 30)
Randomized (n = 6) 
Prototype (n = 2) OTC Brace (n =  2) No Brace (n =  2) 
6 Week In-Trial Assessment 
Exit Functional Testing 






%Data Analysis Script for Experiment 1 - Version 7 
%By Daniel D. Johnson (with assistance from Anne E. Kirkpatrick) 
%Written for MATLAB v7.0.0.19920, with Signal Processing Toolbox 
% 
%This script runs Experiment 1 data through the following steps, in order: 
%(NOTE: Steps 1-5 run for all test data before the script moves to Step 6) 
% 
%1.) Reads the .txt file for the designated subject & test into an array  
%named "Raw_Data", which is reset for each .txt file (i.e. each test). 
%2.) Removes any startup transients by removing a set number of  
%data points (the "Trim Window", specified in the "Script Inputs" section) 
%from the beginning of the raw data (to convert, 2000 data points =  
%1 second). This step produces the "Trimmed_Data" array. 
%3.) Removes any offset in each channel by finding the mean of the data 
%points in that channel and subtracting it from each point, creating the 
%"Centered_Data" array. 
%4.) Passes the centered data through two Butterworth filters: a bandpass  
%filter from 30-1000 Hz, followed by a bandstop filter centered at 60 Hz 
%(to remove AC power noise). The order and frequency boundaries of each 
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%filter are specified in the "Script Inputs" section. This step produces 
%the "Filtered_Data" array. 
%5.) Produces a single, representative RMS value for each channel of each 
%test. To do this, it first finds the RMS of a small subset of the data  
%(an "RMS window") and stores that value in the "Channel_RMS_Values"  
%array. It then advances the RMS window (by an increment less than the  
%full size of the RMS window) to a new subset of the data and repeats,  
%each time appending the calculated RMS value to the Channel_RMS_Values 
%array. The size of the RMS window and the increment of advancement are 
%both specified in the "Script Inputs" section. Depending on the type of 
%test being analyzed, it next finds one of the following in the  
%Channel_RMS_Values array: 1) for a "Baseline" test, it finds the minimum 
%of the RMS values of the channel, 2) for a "Max Effort" test, it finds 
%the maximum of the RMS values of the channel, and 3) for all others, it 
%finds the mean of the RMS values of the channel. These single,  
%representative RMS values are finally collected into the 9x6 "RMS_Data" 
%array. 
%6.) Converts the single RMS values (for tests 4-8) to effort values by  
%using the following formula: 
%                   (Test RMS Value - Min RMS Value) 
%   Test Effort # = -------------------------------- 
%                   (Max RMS Value - Min RMS Value) 
%This step produces the 5x6 "Effort_Data" array. 
%7.) Averages the left and right channel effort values (removing any side 
%bias), which produces the 5x3 "Avg_Effort_Data" array. 
%8.) Displays the results in a bar plot for each test, either showing all 
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%---Test Subject Number--- 
Subject = '01'; 
%---The Code and Data Folder Paths--- 
Code_Folder = 'C:\Documents and Settings\Username\My Documents\Matlab Work'; 
Data_Folder = ['C:\Documents and Settings\Username\My Documents\Matlab 
Work\Data\Subject ', Subject]; 
%---For Step 2: Size of the Trim Window (in # of data points) to be removed--- 
Trim_Window_Size = 500; 
%---For Step 4: Filter 1 (F1) Specifications; Butterworth Bandpass--- 
F1_Order = 3; %The order of the Butterworth filter 
F1_Low = 30; %Lower frequency boundary (Hz) 
F1_High = 999.999; %Upper frequency boundary (Hz) 
%---For Step 4: Filter 2 (F2) Specifications; Butterworth Bandstop--- 
F2_Order = 3; %The order of the Butterworth filter 
F2_Low = 59.5; %Lower frequency boundary (Hz) 
F2_High = 60.5; %Upper frequency boundary (Hz) 
%---For Step 5: Moving RMS Window Specifications--- 
RMS_Window_Size = 100; %Size of the window (in # of data points) 
RMS_Window_Increment = 10; %Advancement increment (in # of data points) 
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%---For Step 8: Plot mode (1 = All Channels, 2 = Averaged L & R)--- 
Plot_Mode = 1; 
%************************** 
%***End of Script Inputs*** 
%************************** 
 
%Change the current working directory to the one containing the test data 
addpath(Code_Folder) 
cd(Data_Folder) 
%Specify which data file is to be processed (out of 9 total) 
%test = test index 
for test = 1:9 %<--The start of the "for" loop encompassing Steps 1-5 for all 
test data 
%------------------------------------- 
%---Step 1: Reading In the Raw Data--- 
%------------------------------------- 
 if test == 1 
     %Test 1: Start Baseline 
     Data_File = [Subject, '-StartBaseline.txt']; 
    elseif test == 2 
        %Test 2: Max Effort, Back 
     Data_File = [Subject, '-MaxEffortBack.txt']; 
    elseif test == 3 
        %Test 3: Max Effort, Trapezius 
     Data_File = [Subject, '-MaxEffortTrap.txt']; 
    elseif test == 4 
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        %Test 4: No Lead, Erect 
     Data_File = [Subject, '-NoLeadErect.txt']; 
    elseif test == 5 
        %Test 5: No Lead, 25-Degrees Flexion 
     Data_File = [Subject, '-NoLeadFlexed.txt']; 
    elseif test == 6 
        %Test 6: With the Lead Vest, Erect 
     Data_File = [Subject, '-LeadErect.txt']; 
    elseif test == 7 
        %Test 7: With the Lead Vest, 25-Degrees Flexion 
     Data_File = [Subject, '-LeadFlexed.txt']; 
    elseif test == 8 
        %Test 8: With the Lead Vest, 25-Degrees Flexion, Up to 30 Minutes 
        Data_File = [Subject, '-30Min.txt']; 
    elseif test == 9 
        %Test 9: End Baseline 
        Data_File = [Subject, '-EndBaseline.txt']; 
    end 
 %Read in the raw data file 
 [Time,Chan1,Chan2,Chan3,Chan4,Chan5,Chan6] = textread(Data_File,'%f %f %f 
%f %f %f %f'); 
    %Store the raw data in an array where each column corresponds to an 
    %SEMG channel 
 Raw_Data = [Chan1,Chan2,Chan3,Chan4,Chan5,Chan6]; 
%------------------- 






%---Step 2: Removing Initial Transients--- 
%----------------------------------------- 
    %In the Raw_Data array, move to the row after the end of the  
    %Trim Window and keep that and all subsequent rows' points, in  
    %all columns (i.e. ignore all points within the Trim Window). 
    Trimmed_Data = Raw_Data((Trim_Window_Size+1):end,:); 
%------------------- 
%---End of Step 2--- 
%------------------- 
     
%-------------------------------------- 
%---Step 3: Removing Channel Offsets--- 
%-------------------------------------- 
    %Initialize an array for the results of this section (the centered data) 
    Centered_Data = []; 
    %Each channel may have a different offset, so they are processed 
individually 
    %chan = channel index 
    for chan = 1:6 
        %For the current channel, subtract the mean of the trimmed data from 
the trimmed data 
        Centered_Data(:,chan) = Trimmed_Data(:,chan)-
mean(Trimmed_Data(:,chan)); 




%---End of Step 3--- 
%------------------- 
     
%----------------------- 
%---Step 4: Filtering--- 
%----------------------- 
    %Initialize an array for the results of this section (the filtered data) 
 Filtered_Data = []; 
 %Find the Nyquist frequency (1/2 of the sampling frequency) 
 Nyquist_Freq = 0.5*1/Time(2); 
 %Create the first filter (Filter 1) 
 %Type: Butterworth, bandpass (30-1000 Hz) 
    %The order and frequency range are taken from "Script Inputs" section 
 %F1_N = Filter 1 numerator, F1_D = Filter 1 denominator 
 [F1_N, F1_D] = butter(F1_Order,[F1_Low/Nyquist_Freq 
F1_High/Nyquist_Freq],'bandpass'); 
  %Create the second filter (Filter 2) 
  %Type: Butterworth, bandstop (centered at 60 Hz) 
 %The order and frequency range are taken from "Script Inputs" section 
  %F2_N = Filter 2 numerator, F2_D = Filter 2 denominator 
  [F2_N, F2_D] = butter(F2_Order,[F2_Low/Nyquist_Freq 
F2_High/Nyquist_Freq],'stop'); 
 %Apply the filters to the centered data,  
    %producing a filtered data array with the same number of points 
    %chan = channel index 
 for chan = 1:6 
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        %Apply Filter 1 to the current channel's points 
        Filtered_Data(:,chan) = filter(F1_N,F1_D,Centered_Data(:,chan)); 
        %Apply Filter 2 to the current channel's points 
        Filtered_Data(:,chan) = filter(F2_N,F2_D,Filtered_Data(:,chan)); 
 end 
%------------------- 




%---Step 5: Min/Max/Mean RMS Finding--- 
%-------------------------------------- 
 %For each channel, find RMS of the points in each window and then the 
    %max/min/mean of those RMS values. 
 %chan = channel index, point = point index 
 for chan = 1:6 
        %Initialize an array to collect the RMS values of each window for the  
        %current channel 
        Channel_RMS_Values = []; 
        %Start at the first data point, iterate by the chosen window size, and 
end 
        %when the current point is the first in the last possible window 
        for point = 1:RMS_Window_Increment:(length(Filtered_Data(:,chan))-
(RMS_Window_Size-1)) 
            %Create the temporary data window of the specified size 




            %Get the RMS value of just the points in the window 
            Current_RMS_Value = norm(Current_RMS_Window)/sqrt(RMS_Window_Size); 
            %Appending the RMS to the collection of the others 
            Channel_RMS_Values = [Channel_RMS_Values;Current_RMS_Value];   
        end 
        %Finding the representative RMS value for each channel of a test  
        %from the collection stored in "Channel_RMS_Values" 
        if (test == 1 || test == 9) 
            %For the Baseline tests, use the *MINIMUM* RMS found 
            RMS_Data(test,chan) = min(Channel_RMS_Values); 
        elseif (test == 2 || test == 3) 
            %For the Max Effort tests, use the *MAXIMUM* RMS found 
            RMS_Data(test,chan) = max(Channel_RMS_Values); 
        else 
            %For all others, use the *MEAN* RMS found 
            RMS_Data(test,chan) = mean(Channel_RMS_Values); 
        end 
 end 
%------------------- 
%---End of Step 5--- 
%------------------- 
end %<--The end of the "for" loop encompassing Steps 1-5 for all test data 
 
%----------------------------------------------------------- 




%Subtracting out the baseline readings and dividing by amplitude range 
%test = test index, chan = channel index 
%base = baseline data location, max = max effort data location 
for test = 4:8 
 %For the 30-Min test, use the End Baseline data 
 if test == 8 
  base = 9; 
    %Otherwise, use the Start Baseline data 
 else 
  base = 1; 
 end 
 for chan = 1:6 
        %For trapezius channels (5 & 6), use the Max Effort, Trapezius data 
        if (chan == 5) | (chan == 6)  
            max = 3; 
        %Otherwise, for the lateral & medial lumbar channels (1-4), use the 
        %Max Effort, Back data 
        else 
            max = 2; 
        end 
        %Effort Reading = (RMS - Baseline)/(Max - Baseline) 
        Effort_Data(test-3,chan) = ((RMS_Data(test,chan)-
RMS_Data(base,chan))/(RMS_Data(max,chan)-RMS_Data(base,chan))); 
   end 
end 
%Convert the results to percents 
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Effort_Data = 100*Effort_Data; 
%------------------- 




%---Step 7: Averaging Left & Right Effort Values--- 
%-------------------------------------------------- 
%row = row index (row 1 = test 4, row 5 = test 8) 
for row = 1:5 
    %Averaging channels 1 and 4 (lateral lumbar) 
    Avg_Effort_Data(row,1) = (Effort_Data(row,1) + Effort_Data(row,4))/2; 
    %Averaging channels 2 and 3 (medial lumbar) 
    Avg_Effort_Data(row,2) = (Effort_Data(row,2) + Effort_Data(row,3))/2; 
    %Averaging channels 5 and 6 (trapezius) 
    Avg_Effort_Data(row,3) = (Effort_Data(row,5) + Effort_Data(row,6))/2; 
end 
%------------------- 










if Plot_Mode == 1 
    %---Plotting Non-Averaged Results (All Channels)--- 
    bar(Effort_Data) 
    legend('Lateral Lumbodorsal (L)','Medial Lumbodorsal (L)','Medial 
Lumbodorsal (R)','Lateral Lumbodorsal (R)','Trapezius (L)','Trapezius (R)') 
elseif Plot_Mode == 2 
    %---Plotting Averaged L & R Results (By Muscle Group)--- 
 bar(Avg_Effort_Data) 




ylabel('Percent of Max Effort') 
title(['Experiment 1 Results for Subject ',Subject]) 
text(0.75,-5,'No Lead, Erect') 
text(1.75,-5,'No Lead, Flexed') 
text(2.75,-5,'Lead, Erect') 
text(3.75,-5,'Lead, Flexed') 
text(4.55,-5,'Lead, Prolonged Flexion') 
%------------------- 
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